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Title: Centric Bank Appoint Timothy J. Merrell as Director of Cash Management and 
treasury Services 

Author: Centric Financial Corporation, Inc. 

Link: https://www.financeattitude.com/centric-bank-appoints-timothy-j-merrell-as-
director-of-cash-management-and-treasury-services-10077019 

Date: October 1, 2018 

Centric Bank has appointed Timothy J. Merrell as Senior Vice President, Director of 
Cash Management and Treasury Services. "Leading this effort in both our Philadelphia 
and Harrisburg service areas, Tim Merrell's 20 years of experience and success in 
commercial banking, retail banking, and cash management make him the perfect 
partner for our growing commercial customers," says Patricia (Patti) A. Husic, President 
& CEO of Centric Bank and Centric Financial Corporation (OTC Pink: CFCX). 

"As we continue to build out our team in new Philadelphia regions and with deeper 
services to enhance cash management for businesses, we searched for a strong, 
experienced leader. Tim was not only the most qualified candidate, he was a true 
cultural fit for our organization," says Husic. "Our services far exceed financial 
transactions, and we employ individuals who want to be part of an institution with 
purpose, who want to work with colleagues who feel like family. With trends toward 
touchscreen cash counters and visibility of cash-related data, Tim's sales and support 
team will not only educate customers on critical cash management opportunities, but 
serve as a banking resource for our communities." 

"Centric Bank's growth trajectory over the past ten years, their leadership in community 
banking, their service to small business customers and strong community 
relationships, and their track record of responsible, pro-business growth is energizing. 
They give Main Street the resources they need to compete nationally and beyond," says 
Merrell. "I'm privileged to join the Centric team and look forward to adding value to 
grow, support, and sustain our business clients and lead Centric into new Philadelphia 
market areas." 

Merrell earned his BS in Business Administration from Peirce College, Philadelphia, PA, 
and holds a Certified Treasury Professional designation from the Association for 
Financial Professionals and a Certified Payments Professional designation from the 
Electronic Transactions Association. 

"Our commercial services sector is foundational to our growth, and Tim has the 
experience, ambition, and collaborative spirit to lead our team in suburban 
Philadelphia and central Pennsylvania," says Husic. 

 



Title: Peirce College enrolls 1,389 undergrads 

Author: Keystone Business News Reports 

Link: https://keystonebusinessnews.com/stories/511519901-peirce-college-enrolls-1-
389-undergrads 

Date:  October 3, 2018 

At Peirce College, 78 percent of undergraduate students are nontraditional students - 
age 25 or older - and 72 percent are female, according to the latest disclosure from the 
U.S. Department of Education. 

The four-year private not-for-profit institution in Philadelphia enrolled 1,478 students 
in fall 2017, including 1,389 in undergraduate and 89 in graduate programs, data 
shows. 17.9 percent of undergraduates transferred from another college or university. 

95 percent of undergraduates are residents of Pennsylvania, and 5 percent are 
residents of other states. 

The undergraduate student body is comprised mostly of students who identify as Black 
or African American (65 percent) and white (18 percent). 

Peirce College undergraduate enrollment 

 Total Portion of 
Total 

Undergraduate enrollment 1,389  
Transfers 248 17.9% 
Male ~389 28% 
Female ~1,000 72% 
Age 24 and under ~292 21% 
Age 25 and over ~1,083 78% 
In-state residence ~1,320 95% 
Out of state residence ~69 5% 
Asian ~28 2% 
Black or African American ~903 65% 
Hispanic/Latino ~97 7% 
White ~250 18% 
Two or more races  

~14 
1% 

Enrolled in distance education ~681 49% 
Enrolled in some distance education ~917 66% 
Not enrolled in distance education ~167 12% 
 

  



Title:  Ten years later, same mission: Ignite Philly 21 - Technical.ly Philly 

Author: Roberto Torres 

Link: https://technical.ly/philly/2018/10/05/ten-years-later-same-mission-ignite-philly-
21/ 

Date: October 5, 2018 

We had to crank up the Wayback Machine to find it, but this 2008 review of the first-
ever Ignite Philly — penned by Technical.ly’s own Brian James Kirk for Philebrity (RIP) — 
is telling of how consistent the mission of the event has remained through the years. 

“The fundamental takeaway from IgnitePhilly is that that the ability to change the world 
is more real than ever,” Kirk wrote. “It’s because of small, niche groups that are 
emerging as a result of increased connectivity that changing the world is becoming a 
realistic challenge.” 

Highlighting the impact of the work Philadelphians do — what they’re passionate about 
and what they know — is key to the essence of Ignite, a biannual lightning talk series 
which will host its 21st iteration on Oct. 25 at Fishtown’s Johnny Brenda’s. 

“The spirit of the event is for people people to come and be inspired by people who 
they may or may not know,” organizer Geoff DiMasi told Technical.ly. “One of the goals 
has been to bring together people from all walks of life to celebrate Philly.” 

To get there, the team of organizers — which also includes Girl Develop It’s Corinne 
Warnshuis, Indy Hall’s Adam Teterus, Interactive Mechanics’ Jos Duncan and University 
City Science Center’s David Clayton — turn to guest curators. This time around it’s 
speaker and writer Uva Coles, of Peirce College. 

  



Title: TD Bank Announces Changes to Diversity and Inclusion Team 

Author: Mittwoch 

Link: https://www.ariva.de/news/td-bank-announces-changes-to-diversity-and-
inclusion-team-7218044 

Date: October 24, 2018 

Cornish joined TD in 2017 and has led significant momentum in TD's U.S. D&I efforts, 
bringing more than 25 years of leadership experience in D&I and HR. In her broadened 
role, Cornish will lead D&I teams in North America refining TD's structure to most 
effectively support its enterprise strategy, including elements that will retain a U.S. D&I 
focus. 

"Diversity and inclusion are core values at TD, and part of our strategic advantage," 
said Tara Deakin, Senior Vice President Talent, TD Bank Group. "It remains critically 
important that we foster an inclusive culture and diverse workforce across the bank 
and I am confident that Kelley will continue to advance our strategy enterprise-wide." 

This year, Cornish was recognized for her commitment to diversity and inclusion 
throughout her career, receiving the 2018 Career Mastered Award. She was also 
recognized as a member in the top team of distinction for the American Banker's Most 
Powerful Women in Banking Award. Under her leadership, this year TD Bank was 
recognized for the first time by Forbes as a Best Employer for Diversity and received 
the Urban League of New York's Diversity Champion Award. Additionally, the bank was 
listed as a top company on the Diversity Inc. Top 50 list. 

Prior to joining TD, Cornish led Diversity and Inclusion at AmeriHealth Caritas where 
she shaped the vision and developed workforce initiatives programming. She created 
and implemented the strategy and roadmap for a long-term multi-year, diversity and 
inclusion strategy.  Included in this work was the publication of Kelley's first book, "It's 
Work!  How Will You Show Up?" where she shares professional and personal tips on the 
workplace which includes a case study highlighting the work of a millennial. 

Recently recognized as a 2017 Diversity, Inclusion and Equity Award winner by Peirce 
College for the City of Philadelphia, PA, Cornish is a Certified Diversity Professional by 
Cornell University (CCDP). She also serves as a 2017 - 2018 Special Expertise Panel 
Member for Diversity and Inclusion for the National Society of Human Resource 
Management (SHRM) which includes addressing current and future trends within 
diversity and inclusion, and she consults and speaks for various organizations. Kelley 
obtained her Bachelor of Science degree from the University of South Carolina - Aiken 
in Business Administration and her Masters from Webster University in Human 
Resources.  

  



Title: As Philly’s Amazon HQ2 Hopes Dim, Details Emerge of the City’s Secret Pitch 
Dinner 

Author: FABIOLA CINEAS 

Link: https://www.phillymag.com/business/2018/10/25/amazon-hq2-philadelphia-
dinner/ 

Date: October 25, 2018 

With reports coming about second-round visits to other cities, observers are wondering 
whether Philadelphia is even still in the running. Meanwhile, documents obtained by 
Philly Mag reveal Amazon’s apparent code name for the city and a secret dinner at 
Barbuzzo between the company and special city guests. 

Philadelphia first submitted its bid to be the site of Amazon’s second headquarters, 
known as HQ2, in October 2017 and made the short list in January, along with 19 other 
finalists. The effort has reportedly cost Philly organizations around $545,000, and city 
officials are still fighting to keep the bid’s incentives package a secret. 

Now, reports are trickling out from the Wall Street Journal and other outlets that the 
tech giant spent the summer making second visits to a handful of its finalist cities. 
Company representatives reportedly revisited Chicago in mid-August and Miami 
around the same time. The company even made its way back to our neighbors New 
York City and Newark in the past few months. There have apparently been follow-ups 
with Washington, D.C., too. 

Given the number of reported second visits and Jeff Bezos’s promise to announce an 
HQ2 decision by year’s end, it’s fair to ask whether Philadelphia is still in the running. 
Three sources close to the effort to secure the second headquarters have suggested to 
Philadelphia magazine that Amazon has yet to make a second formal visit to the city to 
scout sites or meet with officials. 

One of those sources, Wilco Electronic Systems executive vice president Brigitte Daniel, 
who was involved with the initial “Philly Delivers” storytelling phase of the city’s 
proposal, told Philadelphia magazine on Tuesday that the city “hasn’t heard much from 
Amazon” since its first visit in February. Daniel is confident that if Amazon had been in 
touch, she would have heard. 

The city isn’t sitting around feeling dejected, she said, but is “moving full steam ahead 
with or without Amazon.” And there’s still hope: “There are great chances for 
Philadelphia, so we’re making sure we’re ready for a visit [should Amazon decide to 
come back].” 

If Amazon doesn’t swing back around to Philly, though, it won’t be because we failed 
to bring out the big guns. We already knew that the city had welcomed a delegation 



from Amazon’s search effort in late winter; now documents obtained by Philadelphia 
magazine reveal some of what happened during that visit, including an exclusive 
dinner with a hand-picked list of powerful local executives and other invited guests. 

Dinner Prep 

According to documents obtained by Philadelphia magazine, Philadelphia’s host 
committee — a group of eight local executives — welcomed a team of seven Amazon 
representatives on Monday, February 26th, for an exclusive dinner on the second floor 
of none other than one of Philadelphia’s best — Mediterranean eatery Barbuzzo. The 
organizers also invited 15 additional Philadelphia guests. 

According to the documents, the host committee included Commerce Department 
leaders — director Harold T. Epps and chief of staff Sylvie Gallier Howard. PIDC, the 
organization that’s been spearheading Philadelphia’s communications with Amazon 
this year, also brought two representatives to the table: president John Grady and chief 
strategy and communications officer Anne Bovaird Nevins. Two other city 
representatives on the host committee were Vaughn Ross, deputy chief of staff to 
Mayor Kenney, and Anne Fadullon, the city’s director of planning and development. 
Dennis Davin, Pennsylvania’s secretary of Community and Economic Development, and 
Matt Cabrey, executive director of the Select Greater Philadelphia Council, round out 
the eight committee members. 

The Special Guests 

As for the invited guests, the host committee handpicked and gathered business and 
civic leaders to represent the region to Amazon, according to an email correspondence 
obtained by Philadelphia magazine. The same email, from a dinner organizer, made it 
clear that the event would be informal — an unscripted opportunity for Amazon to 
meet with key Philadelphians who shape the city and region. 

The 15 guests called to the table are not all a surprise — many of the attendees were 
vocal during the Philly Delivers application process, offering up takes on why 
Philadelphia is the best place for Amazon to settle with its $5 billion investment and 
50,000 high-paying jobs. 

Let’s start with the glaringly unsurprising attendees. 

Drexel University president John Fry, who, when Philly submitted its bid in an event at 
the Barnes Foundation, got on stage and declared, “There’s no better place for 
Amazon’s HQ2 than Philadelphia.” 

In the same vein was University of Pennsylvania president Amy Gutmann, who called 
herself an “avid admirer of Amazon” in a letter of support included in the city’s 
application. 



Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia CEO Madeline Bell, who wrote a letter of support to 
help lure the tech giant, was also in attendance. As Philadelphia’s second-largest 
employer behind Penn, the leader wrote, “many great things — including important 
collaborations with companies like Amazon — are in our future.” 

Aditi Dashputre, head of new product development at La Colombe, was in attendance. 
The company and its CEO, Todd Carmichael, have been outspoken in promoting 
Philadelphia to Amazon, even going as far as 3-D printing the tech company’s logo 
onto lattes last year. 

Others in attendance included First Round Capital partner Josh Kopelman, Vanguard 
chairman William McNabb, Thomas Jefferson assistant dean and associate professor 
Bon Ku and PIPV Capital senior managing partner Osagie Imasogie, all of whom were 
involved in the Philly Delivers marketing campaign and application process during the 
fall of 2017. Some of them even made cameos in the Philly Delivers videos or had 
statements on the proposal’s accompanying website. 

Interestingly, Campbell Soup sent a representative — vice president and head of digital 
and e-commerce Shakeel Farooque. As the Camden-based company moves to bolster 
its e-commerce capacity, having Amazon in the same town could jeopardize its ability 
to attract the region’s best tech talent, but Amazon’s presence could also trigger new 
strategic partnerships. 

The host committee worked to impress Amazon by also having Rhodes Scholarship 
recipient Hazim Hardeman present at the dinner. Hardeman is Temple University’s first 
Rhodes Scholar and likely the dinner’s youngest attendee. 

Morgan Lewis & Bockius partner and chair Jami Wintz McKeon, who penned a 
testimonial for Philadelphia’s application to Amazon, was also an attendee. In the 
testimonial, McKeon wrote, “As I reflect on how our firm got to where we are today, 
much of our success can be attributed to Philadelphia’s unique profile.” 

Peirce College vice president of Institutional Advancement and Strategic Partnerships 
Uva Coles, who previously showed no strong ties to Philadelphia’s Amazon bid, was 
also listed as a guest. 

The host committee brought Philadelphia’s tech scene to the table by inviting two of 
the city’s most well-known tech leaders — ROAR for Good founder and CEO Yasmine 
Mustafa and SEER Interactive founder and director of strategy Wil Reynolds. 

And lastly, perhaps the evening’s most surprising guest was Comcast senior executive 
vice president and chief diversity officer David L. Cohen. There’s no doubt that 
Comcast has long advocated for a more business-friendly Philadelphia, but the 
company has largely remained mum on Amazon. A Philadelphia magazine request for 
comment from Comcast on Philadelphia’s HQ2 bid was declined last year and 
preemptively put an end to future inquiries about Amazon. 



In Philadelphia’s application materials, Comcast CEO Brian Roberts did write a 
testimonial, but it was relatively passive. It pointedly celebrated Philadelphia but said 
nothing about Amazon. 

“We have the land, we have the resources, and we have the wherewithal to catapult the 
city; and it needs a catalyst,” Roberts wrote. “Philadelphia’s ready, and I think 
Philadelphia will be one of the great cities in the world for the next 200 years.” (Does 
Roberts perhaps think that Philadelphia’s catalyst is already in Philadelphia?) 

While Cohen is listed as a contributor in Philadelphia’s Amazon application, his 
contribution appears limited to an obligatory signature at the bottom of a letter of 
support from the Chamber of Commerce, on whose board he sits. 

How It All Went Down 

Though the host committee planned for an unscripted evening, there was some 
structure provided, says a source who attended the dinner but asked to remain 
anonymous for fear of retaliation by the committee. 

Guests were sent Philadelphia Delivers messaging to use as context when speaking 
with the Amazon representatives. “Philadelphia is centrally located,” is the first point in 
a list of six items on the document, which also includes glowing statistics about the 
city’s talent pool, innovation sector, culture, cost of living, and potential HQ2 sites. 

According to the document, Philadelphia is the “Goldilock’s zone for Amazon” since it 
is “centrally located in the Northeast Corridor, offers a vast talent pool, and has rich 
cultural life of a big city at a fraction of the cost.” The document also underscores that 
the city has “plenty of capacity to grow.” 

The host team seemed to sharpen the city’s messaging on topics like talent. Instead of 
just touting that the region has 102 colleges and universities as officials did during the 
application period, the document states that the region has the “highest number of 
top-100 universities within 150-mile radius.” And to shine a light on Philly-area 
schools, the documents says “There are more top-20 public school districts in our 
region than in any other region in the country.” 

The officials who assembled the document also didn’t hold back in comparing Philly to 
cities like Seattle, Boston, and Washington, D.C. The document’s notes on affordability 
parse out the idea that Amazon would save by settling in Philly. Cost of living is “20% 
higher in Seattle, 25% higher in Boston, 26% higher in Washington, D.C., 50% higher in 
San Francisco and 92% higher in New York City” and cost of doing business is on 
average “33 percent higher in comparable East Coast cities,” it reads. 

The memo ends by talking up the sites where Amazon could establish its second 
home. Philadelphia’s housing market would be “moderately impacted by the 50,000+ 



HQ2 employees with less than 1%-point increases predicted on rent,” the document 
says citing “various external studies.” 

Over a period of two and a half hours that kicked off at 6:30 p.m., the special guests 
stood up one-by-one to deliver brief presentations about why they love Philadelphia, 
according to the source. “Everyone had the mission of trying to get Amazon to Philly. 
Everyone came together and said great things about the city,” the source said. 

An additional document distributed to the local guests lists general “Topics for 
Dinner,” a list of potential questions that would help attendees prepare for whatever 
Amazon might throw at them, including: “Do you feel the city and region are 
welcoming of people of different genders, minorities, sexual preferences or religions? 
What, if anything, would you change to make Philadelphia an even better city for 
business Is it easy to attract talent to Philadelphia from other parts of the country?” 

  



Title: TD Bank Announces Changes to Diversity and Inclusion Team 

Author: TD Bank Staff 

Link: https://newscenter.td.com/us/en/news/2018/td-bank-announces-changes-to-
diversity-and-inclusion-team 

Date: October 26, 2018 

TD Bank, America's Most Convenient Bank, today announced that Kelley Cornish, Head 
of U.S. Diversity and Inclusion for TD Bank, has been promoted to Head of Global 
Diversity and Inclusion for the TD Bank Group effective Nov. 1. In this capacity, Cornish 
will expand the bank’s efforts to promote diversity throughout the U.S. and Canada, 
implementing and delivering its enterprise D&I strategy, with a focus on building and 
measuring workforce representation and extending accountability for inclusion across 
the organization. 

Cornish joined TD in 2017 and has led significant momentum in TD's U.S. D&I efforts, 
bringing more than 25 years of leadership experience in D&I and HR. In her broadened 
role, Cornish will lead D&I teams in North America refining TD's structure to most 
effectively support its enterprise strategy, including elements that will retain a U.S. D&I 
focus. 

"Diversity and inclusion are core values at TD, and part of our strategic advantage," 
said Tara Deakin, Senior Vice President Talent, TD Bank Group. "It remains critically 
important that we foster an inclusive culture and diverse workforce across the bank 
and I am confident that Kelley will continue to advance our strategy enterprise-wide." 

This year, Cornish was recognized for her commitment to diversity and inclusion 
throughout her career, receiving the 2018 Career Mastered Award. She was also 
recognized as a member in the top team of distinction for the American Banker's Most 
Powerful Women in Banking Award. Under her leadership, this year TD Bank was 
recognized for the first time by Forbes as a Best Employer for Diversity and received 
the Urban League of New York's Diversity Champion Award. Additionally, the bank was 
listed as a top company on the Diversity Inc. Top 50 list. 

Prior to joining TD, Cornish led Diversity and Inclusion at AmeriHealth Caritas where 
she shaped the vision and developed workforce initiatives programming. She created 
and implemented the strategy and roadmap for a long-term multi-year, diversity and 
inclusion strategy.  Included in this work was the publication of Kelley’s first book, “It’s 
Work!  How Will You Show Up?” where she shares professional and personal tips on the 
workplace which includes a case study highlighting the work of a millennial. 

Recently recognized as a 2017 Diversity, Inclusion and Equity Award winner by Peirce 
College for the City of Philadelphia, PA, Cornish is a Certified Diversity Professional by 
Cornell University (CCDP). She also serves as a 2017 - 2018 Special Expertise Panel 



Member for Diversity and Inclusion for the National Society of Human Resource 
Management (SHRM) which includes addressing current and future trends within 
diversity and inclusion, and she consults and speaks for various organizations. Kelley 
obtained her Bachelor of Science degree from the University of South Carolina - Aiken 
in Business Administration and her Masters from Webster University in Human 
Resources.  

 

  


